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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

The article presents the results of the research on the peculiarity of response of \textit{Pinus sylvestris} L. growth in height and diameter in young pine forest stand of the Left-Bank forest-steppe of Ukraine under the influence of surface fire that happened in May 2011. Forestry taxation, comparative ecology, standard dendrochronological methods were used. Response of trees was different for the height growth and the radial increment in the year of fire (2011). The radial growth got depressed in the year of fire; at the same time, the height of trees showed positive trend of growth against the background of favourable weather conditions. The growth in height was more ductile and completed its recovery to a particular level in 2014, unlike the radial growth, which recovered only in 2016. The relationships between radial growth on one side and stand sanitary state and height of bark char on the other were approximated by quadratic and cubic regression equations. Dynamics of pine growth depends on climatic factors also. Percentage of the late wood should be used to assess the condition of stands after fire. Research of post-pyrogenic development of forest ecosystems will allow more effective planning of forest management measures, and also allow the adjustment of the monitoring duration for pine forest stands damaged by fires.
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\textbf{INTRODUCTION}

Over the last years, attention has been focused on the problem of forest fires in the context of the increasing impact of such global processes as decrease of the world’s forest areas, loss of biodiversity, climate change and change of land use (Flannigan et al. 2009; Zibtsev and Borsuk 2012; Hulida 2007; Sidorenko 2015; Rybalova and Belan 2011).

The factors that contribute to the risk of forest fires are: dominant anthropogenic factors and unfavourable weather conditions. Drought, as a complex of atmospheric processes, that is characterized by not more than 30% from the average of the precipitation monthly norm of the study area during 20 days, contributes to the emergence of fires (Gulak 2013).

In the case of fire regimes, Gill (1977) introduced the term ‘type of fire’, where he suggests a differentiation into subterranean ground fires and above-ground...
Fires played an important role in the natural dynamics of the forest-steppes, but human activity has modified the regeneration capacity of vegetation: for example, post-fire immigration of the native species is less efficient, due to habitat fragmentation. There were more light-demanding species in the burned section. The explanation for this may be that the canopy layer became more open due to the fire (Erdős 2014).

The growth in height and radial increment of trees, as complex factors that reflect the real condition of stands damaged by fires in terms of climate change, can be used for the study of the post-pyrogenic development of forest ecosystems (Van Wagner 1973; Schweingruber 1993; Koval 2010).

Different types of fires (crown fires, surface fires, ground fires [sometimes called underground or subsurface fires]) as described by Gil and Brown (Brown, 1995) can lead to a different response of tree height growth and radial increment. The fires affect the process of trees mortality and cause a negative reaction in trees that survive (Van Mantgem et al. 2009), especially if the trees are not adapted to changed climatic conditions (Parks, 2016). The fire resistance of trees is different for various species (Bauer et al. 2010).

The direct effect of fire on trees is due to its disturbance of physiological processes and the indirect influence changes the response of trees to climate variations and weakens the competition between trees due to death of some trees in the post-fire period (Hoffmann, 2002). In other words, the variability of the reaction of stands with regards to direct and indirect influences of surface fires on the growth of trees depends not only on tree species, but also on the inflow of additional moisture and nutrients for trees of all ages as a result of mortal-
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The main causes of forest fires in the forest-steppe zone of Ukraine are drought and anthropogenic impact (Sydorenko et al. 2015).

The questions regarding the influence of forest fires on stands are extremely important: Will the trees live after the fire, or die? Will forest fires of low intensity trigger the stand death? The quantitative relationships between behaviour of forest fire, fire characteristics and the amount of trees that are damaged and die are of practical interest to ecologists who study the response of tree stands after fires of varying intensity (Van Wagner 1973).

The purpose of this study was to reveal the peculiarity of the reaction of tree growth in height and diameter of Pinus sylvestris L. in young stand of the Left Bank Forest-steppe of Ukraine after surface fire.

**Material and Methods**

Two permanent sample plots were established in a pure young pine stand in Wasischivske forestry (the quarter 9, site 2) in Kharkiv region. The first plot is located in the part of the forest damaged by a surface fire which occurred in May 2011 (Fig. 1); the second plot is located in an unaffected part of the same forest stand (control). The soil is soddy-podzolic. The age of the stand at the time of the damage by fire was 11 years.

Permanent study plots (PSP) are parts of one stand, so they are identical to tax rates. After a fire in 2011, significant drying trees were observed in the first year after the fire, which decreased over the next two years (Tab. 1).

The data of the Kharkiv meteorological station, located at a distance of 10 km northwest from the site of research, was used.

The climate is temperate continental. The warmest month (21.9°C) and the wettest month (70 mm) was July, while the coldest month was January (−4.6°C), with the lowest precipitation being February (38 mm) and March (38 mm). The climatograph of the Kharkiv meteorological station is presented in Figure 2.

PSP were selected and established in accordance with the generally accepted methods in forestry and forestry taxation with the further use of comparative ecology methods (Anuchin 1982; Grom 2010). Standard dendrochronological methods are also used (Bitvinskas 1974; Methods of Dendrochronology 1990).

The height of bark char on the stem was determined. Cores were selected for 15 trees by a Pressler borer from a tree trunk at a height of 1.3 m. The tree ring widths were measured using digital HENSON equipment to an accuracy of 0.01 mm. The dating of annual rings was carried out by skeletal graph method to define an exact calendar date for each. The tree ring data was averaged for each PSP (Cook and Kairiukstis 1990).

The tree-ring indices were calculated by three-year smoothing (Bitvinskas 1974). Comparison of graphs of the tree height, the tree radial growth, temperatures and precipitation were also carried out. Correlation and regression analysis was used to reveal the relationships between factors of growth in height and diameter on the one hand and the sanitary state of trees, Kraft classes,
Figure 2. Climatograph of Kharkiv meteorological station for 1960–2018

Figure 3. Crown damage by a surface fire in a pure pine young stand, A – pine shoots damaged by the fire; B – crown damaged by the fire
the height of bark char on the trunk and climatic factors on the other.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The surface fire, which occurred in May of 2011, damaged the young pine stand. Since the litter and grass cover had low humidity, the fire developed quite quickly and led to severe damage to the tree stand. The dehcarvation of the needles (red-brown necrosis) spread from the bottom to the top of the tree and damage on the trunks was noted (Fig. 3 and 4).

![Figure 4. Post-fire scar of a 12-year-old pine in a damaged by fire pine stand in 2011](image)

In two months after the fire, the sanitary condition of the stand was estimated as ‘dying stand’. Such damage was aided by the low height of the placement of tree crowns (from 0.4 to 0.6 m), while the average height of bark char on the stem was 1.1 m, and the maximum – 4.5 m. In such conditions, surface fire often becomes crown fire; however, this did not happen, since the trunks, buds and needles had high humidity at the time of the fire.

Dynamics of the growth of the pine trees in height and the radial increment of trees in the stand damaged by the surface fire in 2011 and at the control are presented on Figure 5 and 6.

![Figure 5. Dynamics of the growth of the pine trees in height in the stand damaged by the surface fire in 2011 and at the control](image)

After-fire scars were noted in 61.5% of the trees (the drying was noticed 2 years after damage to the living trees), indicating local damage to their cambium layers during the fire (Fig. 4).

The fire occurred on the background of favourable weather conditions for tree growth (the vegetation season was warm and humid), which led to mitigating the effects of the fire on the stand. Precipitation in April–August fell by 37% compared to the average values for 2007–2017 (norm), and temperatures almost did not deviate from the norm (18.1°C) during the growing season (Fig. 7 and 8).

The fire damaged the young pine stand during the ‘active growth period’. The growth of trees is influenced by both internal and external factors that cause different tree reactions in different periods of ontogenesis. The beginning of growth in height corresponds to
Figure 6. Dynamics of the radial growth of the pine in the stand damaged by the surface fire.

Figure 7. Temperatures at the Kharkiv meteorological station.

Figure 8. Precipitation at the Kharkiv meteorological station.
the beginning of the elongation of the central bud. The beginning of the period of active growth is the opening of the apical bud and the formation of a central shoot. For our study area, this is the third decade, April to the first half of May (Rusalenko 1986). The average annual growth of trees in the height of the year of the fire was 5% higher than in the fire-damaged trees (Fig. 5). The average temperature in the year of the fire during April–May was 4% below the norm, and the precipitation fell on the contrary by 4% during this period.

The growth of trunks in diameter, mainly, coincides with the period of the active extension of the central shoot, which happens in the second half of May (Rusalenko 1986). Climatic factors during May–June of the then vegetation season in the year of the fire damage had a positive effect on radial growth. During that period, the postembryonic stage of the assimilation apparatus and the annual ring in the pine trees were formed. The May–June precipitation fell by 87% below the average within the period of 2007–2017.

At the time of the beginning of the fire (the beginning of May), the growth in height was partially formed, and the formation of tree rings only became an active stage. This can be explained by the maximum increments in the height of both the control and the damaged plot unlike the radial increment.

In the following year, 2012, a decrease in the height growth of the damaged trees was noted at 15% compared to the control, on the background of negative weather conditions. During the growing season, the temperature decreased by only 9%, but precipitation fell by 19% less than the norm. Two years after the fire, in 2013, a sharp increase in the height of the damaged trees was observed, which resulted from the fall of trees that had been weakened by fire, resulting in an increase in the light increment and the supply area of the trees that survived. In 2014, there was a tendency to decrease in the growth of damaged trees.

It was revealed, that radial growth of the fire-damaged trees (2011) was less than the control by 20%. In 2012–2017, we discovered that the increase in the radial growth in comparison with the control was as a result of increased areas of nutrition of the surviving trees. Trend of increase of the dynamic of growth in tree height after the fire was noted in 2013 and for radial growth during 2012–2014. In 2016–2017, radial growth had reached a level before the fire.

Depression of radial growth was detected in the control plot in 2009, 2012 (for the control plot) and 2015, which can be explained by the annual minimum precipitation in the growing season, and for 2012, by the high temperatures for the year and vegetation periods (Fig. 6–8). For damaged trees, the minimum radial gain was also observed in 2009 and 2015, and in the year of the fire, in 2011.

Statistically significant differences were found between the average values of tree heights in the year of fire (2011), and in 2012 and 2013. In 2011, this difference was 10.5%, in 2012 – 11.7% and in 2013 – 10.5% (Tab. 2).

**Table 2.** Difference in mean values of tree heights damaged by the fire in 2011 and the control. Estimation of the significance of difference in the sample mean by t-criterion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height [m]</th>
<th>Year of the fire, 2011</th>
<th>Second year after the fire, 2012</th>
<th>The third year after the fire, 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Damaged plot</td>
<td>4.01 ± 0.10</td>
<td>4.46 ± 0.10</td>
<td>4.93 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (unburned)</td>
<td>4.48 ± 0.11</td>
<td>5.06 ± 0.11</td>
<td>5.51 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-value</td>
<td>3.16**</td>
<td>4.03***</td>
<td>3.90**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-table</td>
<td>2.580.01</td>
<td>3.290.001</td>
<td>3.290.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ** – p ≤ 0.01; *** – p ≤ 0.001; statistically significant differences.

In previous research about the influence of fire on height of trees in forest-steppe zone in young stand, we have revealed that intensive mortality of damaged trees occurs in the first year after the fire. In the young stands, the processes of mortality and restoration of trees continue at the same time, and in the second year, the processes of deterioration are slowed down. In the third year, the processes of tree restoration prevailed. Young trees of pine die at 80% burn of crowns. The critical level of damage to the tree trunk is the relative char of more than 60% (relative char is the ratio of the height of the tree to the height of the bark char, %) when more than 70% of trees die (Sydorenko 2014).

A significant difference was found between the annual wood at the control PSP and the damaged PSP for 2014. For late wood, this difference was revealed for 2012, and for early wood, for 2014. That is, the fastest reaction to the fire damage was late wood, which is formed under the influence of the weather conditions of the growing season of the current year, and later on,
because it is more plastic, formed under the influence of weather conditions of previous years and winter vegetation period of the current year (Tab. 3).

The proportion of late wood, which is an indicator of the tree condition, indicates that during 2011–2013, the damaged stand was in depression, and in the following years 2014–2017, we relived a small difference in percentages of late wood in the control and the damaged part of stand, indicating that recovery in the radial growth of trees surviving after the fire. In 2016, the growth of trees in the damaged area equalled that of the control. In 2017, the radial growth of the surviving trees slightly deteriorated compared with the control (Fig. 9).

A correlation analysis was carried out between the indices of radial growth on the one site and the sanitary condition, the classes of Kraft, tree height, weight loss, tree diameters, the height of the bark char and defolia-

**Table 3.** The difference in the mean values of the layers of early, late and annual wood in stand damaged by fire and at the control. Estimation of the significance of the difference in the sample mean by the t-criterion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plot</th>
<th>A year before fires 2010</th>
<th>The year of the fire, 2011</th>
<th>The second year after fires, 2012</th>
<th>The third year after the fire, 2013</th>
<th>The fourth year after the fire, 2014</th>
<th>The fifth year after the fire, 2015</th>
<th>The sixth year after the fire, 2016</th>
<th>The seventh year after the fire, 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual wood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damaged</td>
<td>4.14 ± 0.58</td>
<td>3.03 ± 0.52</td>
<td>3.63 ± 0.31</td>
<td>4.19 ± 0.42</td>
<td>4.79 ± 0.39</td>
<td>3.38 ± 0.28</td>
<td>2.99 ± 0.37</td>
<td>2.84 ± 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (unburned)</td>
<td>4.91 ± 0.51</td>
<td>3.83 ± 0.56</td>
<td>2.85 ± 0.41</td>
<td>3.47 ± 0.42</td>
<td>3.21 ± 0.30</td>
<td>2.66 ± 0.31</td>
<td>2.73 ± 0.31</td>
<td>2.40 ± 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-value</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>-3.23*</td>
<td>-1.72</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-table</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late wood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damaged</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.70 ± 0.07</td>
<td>1.07 ± 0.13</td>
<td>1.07 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.95 ± 0.20</td>
<td>0.91 ± 0.13</td>
<td>0.96 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (unburned)</td>
<td>0.71 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.90 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.77 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0.84 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.70 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-value</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>-2.92*</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-table</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early wood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damaged</td>
<td>3.42 ± 0.54</td>
<td>2.33 ± 0.48</td>
<td>2.56 ± 0.42</td>
<td>3.13 ± 0.38</td>
<td>3.84 ± 0.37</td>
<td>2.47 ± 0.25</td>
<td>2.03 ± 0.28</td>
<td>2.18 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (unburned)</td>
<td>4.17 ± 0.50</td>
<td>2.91 ± 0.49</td>
<td>2.24 ± 0.38</td>
<td>2.73 ± 0.37</td>
<td>2.46 ± 0.23</td>
<td>1.89 ± 0.27</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.24</td>
<td>1.70 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-value</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3.17*</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>-2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-table</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: * – p ≤ 0.05; statistically significant differences.
Dependence was noted between the indices of radial growth of pine trees on the damaged plot for 2011 and the index of sanitary condition for 2012, which was approximated by the curve of the 2nd order ($\eta = 0.83; t_{\text{fact}} = 24.4; t_{\text{theor}} = 4.78$ at the level of 0.001 significance) (Fig. 10). Also, regression dependence between the radial growth indices for 2013 and the maximum level of 2011, which was described by the curve of the second order, was calculated ($\eta = 0.74; t_{\text{fact}} = 3.33; t_{\text{theor}} = 3.25$ at the 0.01 significance level) (Fig. 11).

Low intensity fires can cause cambial damage, but only in trees with a thin bark, or young trees in which a thick bark has not yet formed. It is known that bark, up to 3.5 mm thick, is not able to protect the cambium from thermal damage during the fire; so, after 2 minutes of high temperatures (185°C), the temperature of the precambial tissues of the tree reaches the lethal level (Furayev 2008). Thus, the depression of the growth of damaged trees can be characterized by the intensity and duration of the fire, as well as the fire regime (repeated fire) (Rötzer et al. 2012; Seifert et al. 2017). The intensity and duration of the fire in retrospect can be expressed only by the bark char on the trunks and the proportion of consumed forest fuel load, especially litter. The altitude that can be seen on the tree trunk for several consecutive seasons is not always an indicator of damage to the cambium, since the bark isolates and protects it from the effects of high temperatures. In young pine plantations, in which the trees do not yet have a well-formed thick bark (Odhambo 2014; Wesolowski 2014; Seifert et al. 2017). During high-temperature fires, cambium can be killed locally, resulting in specific damage – post-fire scars that are permanent markers of forest fires (Smith et al. 2016; Seifert et al. 2017).

In order to predict the response to the increase in the impact of the fire, it is important to understand the reaction of the tree to thermal damage (Elliott et al. 2002; Hoffmann 2002). Biophysical and biochemical violations caused by the effect of high temperatures are to some extent reflected due to depression of growth in height and diameter. Also, such an effect can be expressed by the change in the proportions of early and late wood (Makkonen et al. 2016; Seifert et al. 2017). With the help of the indicator of the proportion of late wood, the duration of the period of weakening of the trees damaged by fire, when the proportion of the later wood in the damaged part of the plant exceeded, a similar indicator in the control was revealed. Drobyshev et al. (2004) stated that the duration of the impact of the fire during the growing season on the growth is characterized by the proportion of the late wood.

Typically, when the growth of trees in diameter is affected by the effect of the fire (Ford et al. 2010; Seif-
ert 2017), such a decrease in growth is described by the author as a short-term phenomenon that lasts from 1 to 3 years, after which the rate of growth returns to the state of emergency (Murphy et al. 2010; Seifert et al. 2017). This assumption is mainly based on studies of the effects of damage to crowns during a fire, where photosynthetic capacity is disturbed due to the loss of part of assimilation in the trees (Wallin et al. 2003; Seifert et al. 2017).

Significant decrease in height in the year of the fire was not noted, because the growth was already established (the fire occurred at the end of May). In contrast to the increase in height, the radial growth, which was in the active formation stage in early May and ended mainly in August, reacted with deep depressions. Such a strong reaction can be explained by the fact that it was established mainly in the plants damaged by the fire. The fire has led to the decline in growth and death of weakened trees, significantly accelerating the process of natural thinning in the stand. Due to these processes, competition for light and resources of nutrition has weakened. The growth in height was more ductile and completed its recovery to a level in 2014, unlike radial growth, which recovered only in 2016. Late wood was most sensitive to the effects of fire than early and annual wood.

We have compared our results about the radial growth of young pine trees after fire with the pine ring widths in middle-aged pine stands after fire in forest and forest-steppe zones with same level of damage (the mean chair bark was 1.76–1.82 cm for both stands). In the forest zone in three years after the fire, there was no regeneration of the radial growth of trees in contrast to the stand in the forest-steppe, where during two years the radial growth restored (Koval et al. 2017). So, for young stand, we have got result like in the middle-age pine stand in the forest-steppe zone.

The study about impact surface fires on P. radiata tree width in the stand of South Africa, in conditions of a typical Mediterranean climate, provided evidence that growth reductions might be carried to the year following the fire event and can last up to 3 years before pre-fire growth levels are restored (Seifert et al. 2017).

The influence of low-intensity surface fires were investigated on the development of ground vegetation and tree growth in Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) stands on sandy soils in eastern part of Lithuania. Investigations show, that low intensity surface fires didn’t affect annual radial increment. The radial growth of tree has not changed after low intensity surface fire. Scots pine trees are a fire-tolerant species and can survive low severity surface fires (Marozas et al. 2011).

**Conclusion**

Pine trees that did not die during the first two years after the fire (May, 2011) were successfully restored in 2014–2016.

The growth in height was more ductile and completed its recovery in 2014, unlike radial growth, which recovered only in 2016 in the conditions of forest-steppe zone.

Percent of the late wood should be used to assess the condition of stands after fire and to establish the duration of the period of weakening and vulnerability of damaged trees in stands. Such data will allow more effective planning of forest management measures, and will allow for adjusting the monitoring duration for young pine forest stands damaged by fires.
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